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Motivation 

 
• Problem: 
• Difficult to track down a specific document or a specific 

piece of information on an intranet or a university web site. 
– There is much less redundancy than on the web. 
– The mismatch of terminology “vocabulary gap” . 

 



Whether to enrol for a 
‘module’, a ‘course’ or a 

‘unit’?? 

How to obtain a parking 
permit?? 

Example 

A new first –year 
student 

Where to register?? 

How to find the 
accommodation office?? 



Traditional IR Models  

 
 Regard the retrieval problem as matching a query with a set of documents. 
 Commonly known as the “black-box approach” or “one-size-fits-all approach”. 
 Queries are typically short, ambiguous, and are often only an approximation to the 

searcher's real information need, etc. 
 Users have different search needs even when they submit the same query. 
 It fails to be optimized for each individual preference. 
 Contextual approach may be a good choice 
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As such, a key challenge in IR 
is: how to capture and how 
to integrate contextual 
information in the retrieval 
process in order to increase 
the search performances? 



Contextual Information  
• Contextual search  

Moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach. 

Making a system more effective. 

Derived from a wide range of variables, such as 
content, interaction and social variables or simply 
the users’ search histories. 

Derived from  records of  past interactions 
between a user and the information system. 

It can be individual or group(cohort) based. 

 
Domain 

model/Profile 
Local web site 

Search behaviour of 
cohorts of users 



Search And Navigation 

• Contextual information for navigation has not received the 
same attention as contextual information for search. 

• Improvements for web search (lead to a more interactive 
search process):- 
– Query-term highlighting within the results. 
– Query suggestions based on previous user interactions. 
– Highlighting relevant hyperlinks on the web pages that users are 

browsing. 
– Suggesting links to web sites frequently visited by other users 

with similar information needs. 

Our work inherits ideas from these approaches. But instead of proposing links or 
queries, we aim to help a web-site user by applying text summarisation to hyperlinked 
documents in order to assist their navigation.  



Aim of This Research 

• Explore how such a domain model is best 
utilised for profile-biased summarisation of 
documents for Web site navigation tasks. 

 

 + 

Profile-based 
summarisation 

 
Hypothesis 

Profile-based summarisation (SDS/MDS) can help a user in search/navigation 
process and guide the user to the right documents more easily. 

 
The process of acquiring the domain model is not a research interest here; Our research 
explores different summarisation techniques, some of which use the domain model and 
some that do not. 



Objectives 

• Assess whether it is worth following the link or not. 
• Cut down the number of steps and the time taken to get 

from the user's entry page to the desired document. 
• Help a user find relevant document(s) more quickly. 
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Our Novel Work 
• Targeting a cohort of users. 
• Combining summarisation techniques and profiling. 
•  Using query logs, to assist a user of the cohort in 

finding information when navigating a web site 
without altering the actual content of the web site 
itself. 

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no comparable study that addresses 
profile-based navigation on a web site. In a web search context there have been many 
studies but the setup differs in at least two important dimensions, namely the 
document collection and the mode of search. 



Research Questions 

• Can web site navigation benefit from the automated 
summarisation of results? 

• Will a domain model/profile capturing the search 
behaviour of a group of users be beneficial for the 
summarisation process? 

• Will such methods result in measurable (quantifiable) 
benefits such as shorter  sessions, fewer interactions etc? 
 

The core of the 
experimental work 

consists of task-based 
evaluations. 



Web Site Used 

• We use a specific university web site. 

• The methods are applicable to a wide range of 
web sites and intranets. 

• A copy of the existing web site was created 
(Nutch). 

• We also simulated the Intranet search engine 
of the institution on our machines (Solr).  



The Caveat  

• It is limited to a single web site. 

• The findings may or may not be transferable 
to other document collections. 

We argue that our results could provide insights and serve as a baseline for 
future studies on different web sites. 



 
Query Logs 

 • Represent a good source for capturing implicit 
user feedback. 

• Exploited to build knowledge structures. 

• This motivates our use of log data. 

Domain 
model/Profile 

Local web site 
Search behaviour 

of cohorts of 
users 

Query logs 

Represent 



 
Query Logs 

 
• We use the logs of a local web-site search 

engine. 

• More than 1.5 million queries. 

• Over a period of three years (20 November 
2007 till 19 November 2010). 

• No click-through information was exploited. 

20 November 2007 till  
19 November 2010 

(1.5 million queries) 
Query logs 



 
Query Logs 

 
(i) a query identifier (ii) a session identifier (iii) the submission time (iv) the submitted query 

We do not identify individual users: 
1- To comply with data protection issues and to avoid potential privacy problems. 
2- Treating all users as part of the same cohort (fits with the aims of the current study). 



 
Query Logs 

 
• We use the default server timeout, i.e. a session 

expires after 30 minutes of inactivity. 
• To test the applicability of this approach to the 

current work:- 
 We randomly sampled  50 sessions from 
the log files. Three of us independently 

assessed whether each of those sessions 
was concerned with a single topic. We 

then compared our judgements.  

There was agreement that all sessions 
were about a single topic. In addition, we 

found that there was no session longer 
than 30 minutes. Sessions in our sample 

domain tend to be short --- with only 1.53 
queries per session on average  

 we randomly sampled another set of 50 
sessions containing at least two queries.  

Using the same manual assessment, no single session 
was identified that was clearly and unambiguously about 

more than one topic, although there were six sessions 
that potentially fell into that category (e.g. a query 

``study abroad'' followed by ``psychology''). Again there 
was no session longer than 30 minutes.  

We conclude that applying the standard timeout approach appears sensible in this study. 



 
Query Logs 

 
• We do not believe that a domain model acquired for a specific site will be 

applicable to a different site. 
• We do not make use of external knowledge sources due to the problem of 

adapting them to domain-specific applications. 
 

• The query “library” is expanded by “library opening time”, “catalogue”, 
“books”, and so on. This makes sense for this particular website but such 
an extended query wont be a suitable profile for a different website. For 
example, a user with the query “library” on Wikipedia would have very 
different intents, and using the same profile would not work well. So a 
profile constructed from a general search query log (e.g. from Google) 
wont be suitable for a particular website (e.g. university website). 

The main idea is to have a methodology that is easily transferable and then run the 
model acquisition process on a new Web site without any major customisation effort. 
In order to construct profiles for each specific Web site. 



Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) 

• It is a form of swarm intelligence technique. 

• Ants behaviour in their colonies: 
– Ants wander randomly, and laying down pheromone trails. 

– Trails are then followed by other ants and reinforced if they 
find food eventually. 

– Pheromone trails also evaporate over time. 

1 2 3 
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Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) 

• ACO performs well overall and is simple to implement. 
• Appealing due to its adaptive nature. 
• Using an ant colony optimisation analogy allows the model 

to continuously updated by learning patterns over time but 
also forget them. 

• We adopted ACO to construct a domain model. 
• It builds up a network of query terms. 
• We take a snapshot of the model; we do not continuously 

update it during the experiments.(Our aim is not to 
evaluate the adaptive nature of the model) 

Domain 
model/Profile 

Query logs 
ACO 



 
Query Logs Pre-processing 

 • Logs are segmented into sessions. 

• For each session, the queries are time-ordered. 

• keeping only those sessions that contain more than one search query. 

• To reduce noise, only sessions with ten or fewer queries are 
considered.(In any case, only 0.31% of all our sessions are longer than ten queries) 

• We perform case folding --- i.e. all capital letters are transformed into 
small letters. 

• Also replace all punctuation marks such as colons, semicolons, and 
dashes by white space. 

• We then use the processed log file to build the profile. 



ACO Model 

• Treat each session as a transaction. 
• Considering ‘immediate refinements’. 
• The edges in the graph are weighted with the pheromone levels. 
• At the end of each day, all edge weights are normalised to sum to 1. 

queryk, queryl, querym 
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ACO Algorithm 

1 

2 

3 



ACO Model 

1 

2 Acquiring a profile from query logs 
(three years). 

A profile acquired using a shorter 
query log (one month). 



Deriving Related Terms 
 
 

Library  
 

 

Possible query 
refinements 

 
1. library opening 

times 
2. Catalogue 
3. Moodle 
4. Cmr 
5. albert sloman 



Profile-Based Summarisation 
• Condensing a document's content and extracting the most 

relevant facts or topics included in them. 
• We propose to use a form of query-based summarisation in 

our experiments. 
• Apply it in search context?? 
• Apply it in navigation context?? 

 
 
 

• If the resulting summary is empty? 
– Due to the nature of the document. 
– There might also be no matching concept in the domain model 

(To test how common this might be we randomly sampled 50 HTML pages from the document collection 
and did not find a single case where there were no terms extracted from the title of the page matching a 

node in the profile.). 

 
 

 
  

School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering :: Our research 
  

 



Profile-Based Summarisation 

• Alternative approach for future work: 

– Document title is not the only approach. The 
anchor text on which the user clicks can be used 
because it is what the user sees. 

 



Data Collection Pre-processing 

Sentence splitting 

Tokenization 

Stop-words removing 

Stemming  

O
p

en
N

LP
 

 

Document cleaning 



1. The title is extracted, normalised and parsed identifying 
patterns used in terminological feedback extraction, namely 
nouns and noun phrases up to three words long . 

2. This results in a (possibly empty) set of terms. 
3. For each identified term we check whether it is represented as 

a node in the profile and (if so) extract all directly connected 
nodes (i.e. related "queries") and construct the union of all 
these terms.  

4. A document is pre-processed and segmented into sentences.  
5. All sentences are rank-ordered according to the standard tf.idf 

cosine similarity when compared to the terms extracted from 
the domain model. 

6. Finally, the candidate sentences (summary sentences) are 
sorted according to the order in the original document. 

7. Following DUC 2002 conventions, we generated summaries of 
at most 100-words  

tf.idf cosine 
similarity  

Profile-Based Single-Document Summarisation 

 
  

e.g. School of Computer Science and 
Electronic Engineering :: Our research  

  
 

Extracted title 



Normally, MDS is applied to a collection of 
documents that are related to each other. In our 
application, the collection of related documents is 
generated from a root hyperlinked document.  
We extract all outgoing links in the document, 
retrieve the corresponding documents and create a 
meta-document by concatenating all documents 
and then apply the same steps in single-document 
summarisation. 
Following the extraction of candidate sentences for 
the summary, the sentences are ordered according 
to their similarity to  relevant terms in the domain 
model.  

Profile-Based Multi-Document Summarisation 

 
  

e.g. School of Computer Science and 
Electronic Engineering :: Our research  

  
 Extracted title 



Significance Tests 



Types of Data & Measurement Scales 

• There are four measurement scales (or types 
of data): nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. 

• These are simply ways to categorize different 
types of variables. 

 
More detail: http://www.mymarketresearchmethods.com/types-of-data-nominal-ordinal-interval-ratio/ 
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Nominal Data Type 

• Nominal scales are used for labeling variables, without 
any quantitative value. 

• “Nominal” scales could simply be called “labels.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• None of the scales in the example have any numerical 
significance. 

• “Nominal” sounds a lot like “name” and nominal scales 
are kind of like “names” or labels. 



Ordinal Data Type 

• It is the order of the values is what’s 
important and significant, but the differences 
between each one is not really known. 

• Measures of non-numeric concepts like 
satisfaction, happiness, discomfort, etc. 



Interval Data Type 

• Interval scales are numeric scales in which we know not only the 
order, but also the exact differences between the values. 

• The classic example of an interval scale is Celsius temperature 
because the difference between each value is the same.   

• For example: 
– The difference between 60 and 50 degrees is a measurable 10 

degrees, as is the difference between 80 and 70 degrees.  Time is 
another good example of an interval scale in which the increments are 
known, consistent, and measurable. 

Interval scales are nice because the realm of 
statistical analysis on these data sets opens 
up.  For example, central tendency can be 

measured by mode, median, or mean; 
standard deviation can also be calculated. 



Ratio Data Type 

• Tell us about the order, tell us the exact value between units, AND they also have 
an absolute zero–which allows for a wide range of both descriptive and inferential 
statistics to be applied. 

• Ratio scales provide a wealth of possibilities when it comes to statistical analysis.   
• These variables can be meaningfully added, subtracted, multiplied, divided 

(ratios).  
• Central tendency can be measured by mode, median, or mean; measures of 

dispersion, such as standard deviation and coefficient of variation can also be 
calculated from ratio scales. 



Summary of Data Type 

• Nominal variables are used to “name,” or label a 
series of values.   

• Ordinal scales provide good information about 
the order of choices, such as in a customer 
satisfaction survey.   

• Interval scales give us the order of values + the 
ability to quantify the difference between each 
one.   

• Ratio scales give us the ultimate–order, interval 
values, plus the ability to calculate ratios. 



Types of Test Data 
Parametric vs. non-parametric tests 

• There are two types of test data and consequently different types 
of analysis. 

More detail: http://changingminds.org/explanations/research/analysis/parametric_non-parametric.htm 

  Parametric Non-parametric 

Assumed distribution Normal Any 

Assumed variance Homogeneous Any 

Typical data Ratio or Interval Ordinal or Nominal 

Data set relationships Independent Any 

Usual central measure Mean Median 

Benefits Can draw more conclusions 
Simplicity; Less affected by 

outliers 

http://changingminds.org/explanations/research/analysis/parametric_non-parametric.htm
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http://syque.com/improvement/Average.htm
http://syque.com/improvement/Median.htm


Clarifications 
• “Independent Measures Design” vs. “Repeated Measures or 

correlated measure” Design: 
– Independent-measures design (or between-subjects design) means that 

there is a separate sample (different groups of participants) for each of the 
treatments being compared.  

– Repeated-measures design means that the same sample (participants) is 
tested in all of the different treatments. 

• A one-tailed test and a two-tailed test: 
– When using a two-tailed test, regardless of the direction of the 

relationship we hypothesize, we are testing for the possibility of the 
relationship in both directions.  

– When using a one-tailed test, we are testing for the possibility of the 
relationship in one direction and completely disregarding the possibility of 
a relationship in the other direction. 

• Type I and Type II errors: 
– Type I error, also known as a “false positive”: the error of rejecting a null 

hypothesis when it is actually true. 
– Type II error, also known as a "false negative": the error of not rejecting a 

null hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is the true state of nature. 



Clarifications 

• If we have more than 2 groups/samples, and we wish to see if there 
is any significant different between each one of them:  
– We need first to see if there was a main effect of algorithm using 

appropriate statistical test instead of running multiple tests.   
– If so, then the post-hoc pairwise comparisons can be conducted.    
– When doing post-hoc tests, typically some type of alpha correction is 

applied (e.g., Bonferroni, Tukey-Kramer) to guard against Type I error.  

Group1 Group2 Group3 

Test for statistical significance  
(main effect)  

Group1 Group2 Group1 Group3 Group2 Group3 

post-hoc pairwise comparisons 

We need to test the main effect first in order to see if it is worth to do the post-hoc pairwise comparisons. 



The Bonferroni Correction 
• A simple method for correcting for multiple comparisons. 
• Divide the p value we chose by the number of comparisons we are making in the family 

of comparisons. 
• If we use the traditional 0.05 definition of significance, and are making 3 comparisons, 

then the new threshold is 0.05/3, or 0.016. 
• Call each comparison "statistically significant" if the P value of each paired comparison 

is less than or equal to the value computed (the new threshold). Otherwise, declare 
that comparison to not be statistically significant. 

• We use this correction for the Mann-Whitney 
and Wilcoxon Signed Rank post-hoc tests 

See more 
1. http://www.quantitativeskills.com/sisa/calculations/bonfer.htm 
2. http://graphpad.com/guides/prism/6/statistics/index.htm?stat_the_bonferroni_method.htm 

 

Group1 Group2 Group3 Group1 Group2 Group1 Group3 Group2 Group3 

P <= 0.016 P <= 0.016 P <= 0.016 
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The Bonferroni Correction 

• The advantages of this method are that it is 
simple to understand. 

•  When we are making only a few comparisons 
at once, the method works pretty well. If you 
are making lots of comparisons, the power of 
this method is low. 



Significance Tests 





Reporting Results of Common 
Statistical Tests in APA Format 

http://web.psych.washington.edu/writingcenter/writingguides/pdf/stats.pdf 

http://web.psych.washington.edu/writingcenter/writingguides/pdf/stats.pdf


Some of The Tools Used in Statistical 
Analysis 

• Online tools: 
– http://statpages.org/ 

– http://vassarstats.net/index.html 

 

• R (is a language and environment for statistical 
computing and graphics): 
– Download (http://www.r-project.org/) 

– Tutorials 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX532N_XLIs) 
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A Pilot Study on Profile-Based Summarisation 

• Exploring the usefulness of the cohort-profile 
domain model in generating profile-based 
summaries. 

• We generate “query-based” summaries using 
the title of the relevant page. 

• Evaluate a range of profile-based techniques 
using both single-document (SDS) and multi-
document summarisation (MDS). 



Documents selection  
timetable courses moodle accommodation library fees law enrol psychology  graduation 

• In order to generate our sample summaries, we use documents that correspond 
with frequently submitted queries, as commonly done in other studies. 

• Identified the ten most frequent queries in the logs. 
• Identified the top matching document for each query, as returned by the Google 

search engine. 

timetable site:essex.ac.uk 



Subjects 

• We recruited two samples each of ten 
members to do the assessment as follows: 

1. Local Users: students of our institution. 

2. Web Users : subjects from an online workforce 
service called Mechanical Turk. 



Summarisation Methods 

 
1. Random SDS method 
2. Centroid SDS method 
3. Centroid MDS (all documents) 
4. ACO title-based SDS 
5. ACO title-based MDS (first-5 documents) 
6. ACO title-based MDS (all documents) 
 



Evaluation Protocol 

1- Human ratings 
A summary is rated in a 5-point Likert scale, 
where "5" for "excellent", "4" for "good", "3" 
for "normal", "2" for "bad" and "1" for 
"terrible". 
 
2- Fill in the exit questionnaire (Gathering 
qualitative data) 

In our pilot study we decided not to work with gold 
standard summaries (which would then allow to apply 
MUC/DUC metrics) as in the given context it is unclear what 
such gold standard would be. 



Results 

• All variations of the ACO-based algorithm outperform the other 
alternatives in achieving a higher average rating. 

• The z-score represents how much the rating ranks of a method deviate 
from the rating ranks of all other methods, and its polarity indicates 
whether the difference is positive or negative and its value indicates 
significance. 



Statistical Test Used 



Results 
• The Friedman test compares the mean ranks for each 

of our six summarisation methods against the mean 
ranks for all of the remaining five methods. 

The small p-value (p  << 0.001) suggests that the choice of the summarisation 
method has an effect on the users’ rating.  
 
The post-hoc tests (Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests) address the pairwise 
comparisons. 

P-values should just be reported as << 0.001. Don’t give the e-notation values. 



Results 



Results 

• Conclusion: 

– All variations of the ACO-based algorithm 
outperform the other methods (incorporating usage data 

from a web site helps make better summaries than not using any 

usage data). 

– MDS offers the biggest potential, in particular 
when only choosing the first five outgoing links to 
generate the summary. 

Do you know why the summaries provided by ACO title-based MDS are rated higher?  
Our intuition is that MDS draws in additional information that is complementary to the content of the target web page. 

We do however not include any hypothesis about this (without a strong justification) and simply use the results to 
inform us about what algorithms to choose in the task-based evaluations (i.e. MDS (first five documents) rather than 

MDS (all documents)). 



Local Users vs. Web Users 

• Compare the ratings of the two user samples. 

• Mann-Whitney U tests between each pair of 
corresponding methods applied to the two user 
groups does not result in any significant 
difference. 

• General web users' assessments of the quality of 
summaries is consistent with the assessments of 
local users. 

This is interesting, given the domain-specific nature of the documents. It might indicate that the 
algorithm, i.e. incorporating usage data, is what makes the difference, rather than the cohort.  

 
Looking at finer-grained classes of cohorts than just local users vs.\ non-local users should uncover 

which groups (if any) benefit most from the proposed approach or whether it is really the usage data 
as such that makes the difference. 



Task-Based Evaluations 



Task-Based Evaluations 

• The findings of the pilot study suggest that profile-based  
summarisation has the potential to generate document summaries 
that are better than summaries that do not use a profile. 

• To determine whether the apparent improvement in summarisation 
quality has a measurable effect in the context of a navigation task. 

• To know whether profile-based summaries allow users find 
information more easily and quickly, with improved levels of 
satisfaction. 

• The experiments were primarily concerned with a navigation task, 
but subjects were also free to use a local search engine that was 
part of the web site.(We have an actual copy of the search engine so that any 
turn on the search engine is treated as a turn in our interaction) 

The core of the experimental work consists of task-based evaluations, we decided 
to adopt a commonly accepted framework [1] for one-on-one user studies 
together with the minimum number of suggested users and tasks in each 
experiment. 
[1] (Kelly, D. 2009. Methods for evaluating interactive information retrieval systems with users. Foundations and Trends in Information 
Retrieval, 3:1–224.) 



Questionnaires 
(TREC-9 Interactive Track guidelines)  

(http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/t9i/qforms.html) 

• Entry questionnaire. 

• Post-search questionnaire  

• Post-system questionnaire  

• Exit questionnaire  



Entry Questionnaire 



Entry Questionnaire 



Post-Search Questionnaire 



Post-System Questionnaire 



Exit Questionnaire 



Search Tasks 

• We have 18 subjects, 6 search tasks for each, completing 
2 tasks on each system and 10 minutes for each task. 

 

• Some of the search tasks: 
– Task 1 (accommodation): You have been accepted for a place at the 

University of Essex at the Colchester campus. Find information on the 
residences, accommodation information for freshers, contact details and 
other useful information. 

 

– Task 3 (funding): You are going to be a new postgraduate student at the 
University of Essex. You need to locate a page with useful information 
about tuition fees and possible funding offered by the university. 



Graeco-Latin Square Design 

The tasks assigned were randomised using 
a Graeco-Latin square design to avoid task 
bias and potential learning effects. 



Protocol  

• Conducted in an office in a one-on-one setting. 

• We have three systems and six tasks and their orders were revolved and 
counterbalanced. 

• Fill in the entry questionnaire. 

• 15 minutes introduction of the three systems. 

• After each task subjects were asked to fill in the post-search 
questionnaire. 

• After completing 2 tasks on one system they asked to fill in the post-
system questionnaire. 

• Fill in the exit questionnaire. 



Subjects 

• We sent an e-mail to the same local mailing list. 

• We selected the first eighteen volunteers who 
replied. 

• None of the subjects took part in more than one of 
our studies. 



Experiment 1  
Standard web site versus Single 

and Multi-Document Profile-Based 
Summarisation 



Experiment 1 

• The three systems: 

– System A: a snap-shot copy of the existing site, with no 
alterations. This is the system that users normally use to 
find information about the university. It serves as the 
baseline. 

– System B: this system adds a layer of multi-document 
summarisation. (ACO title-based MDS (first five documents), the best-performing MDS method in our pilot study). 

– System C: this is similar to System B but uses single-
document summarisation. (ACO title-based SDS, the best-performing SDS method in our pilot study) 

 

 



Experiment 1 

System B System C 



Experiment 1 

• We compare these three systems in order to 
test how SDS and MDS compare against the 
chosen baseline and each other within a single 
experiment. 



Experiment 1: Analysis of The Results 

• We start with statistics derived from the logs. 

• Then look at the questionnaires that our 
subjects completed. 

In the task-based evaluations we decided to abstract from the 
actual quality of a summary and instead focus on the overall utility 
of the different summarisation methods by measuring completion 
time among other metrics as the main benchmarks. 



Experiment 1: Results 
• Data derived from the logs (have been commonly used as metrics 

to compare different interactive information systems):- 
• Average completion time 
• Average Number of Turns to Finish a Task 

 



Experiment 1: Results 
“Average Completion Time” 

An analysis of variance showed that the effect of completion time per task was  
significant (ANOVA F = 8.01, df = 2, p < 0.01). Pairwise post-hoc Tukey tests reveal 
that two of the comparisons are significant at p < 0.05, namely the average time 
spent on a task on System B and C was significantly shorter than on the baseline. 

The time between presenting the task to the users and the submission of the 
result. 



Experiment 1: Results 
“Average Number of Turns” 

There is a main effect in terms of number of turns per task (ANOVA F = 8.34, df = 2, 
p < 0.01), and pairwise post-hoc Tukey tests reveal the same significant differences 
as for completion time, i.e. users needed significantly more turns on the baseline 
system and the fewest number of turns on average on the multi-document 
summarisation system (marginally fewer than using single-document 
summarisation). 

The number of steps required to conduct a task. 



Experiment 1: Results 
• Data derived from the questionnaires. 



Experiment 1: Results 

• Conclusion: 

– Applying profile-based summarisation to assist users 
in navigation tasks can significantly outperform a 
standard web site without such assistance in terms of 
time and turns needed to conduct a task. 

– Multi-document summaries are marginally better 
than single-document summaries. 

– We deliberately used the existing web site because 
that is the system in actual use, and it represents the 
most natural/common way of navigating a web site. 



Experiment 2  
Generic versus Single and Multi-

Document Profile-Based 
Summarisation 



Experiment 2 

• To assess the impact of the personalisation of 
the summaries. 

 
In the first experiment we used three systems that are perhaps not directly comparable; the baseline 
system looks slightly different to the other two systems (which are indistinguishable). That was the 
reason to apply an alternative baseline in the second experiment. 
 
 
We looked at two evaluations in navigation support in order to first see how pop-up boxes compare 
against a standard web site and then in a second experiment how profile-based summarisation (using 
pop-ups) compares against pop-up boxes that do not use such a profile and at the same time to be 
able to compare SDS and MDS with each other in the two studies. 
 
 



Experiment 2 

• The same experimental setup as in “Experiment 1”, but 
with a different baseline “System A”. 

• All the three systems looked almost identical to the 
user. 

 
• The three systems: 

– System A: adds a layer of centroid-based single-document 
summarisation of hyperlinked documents, presented as pop-up tool-
tips over the existing site. 

– System B: this system adds a layer of multi-document summarisation. 
(ACO title-based MDS (first five documents), the best-performing MDS method in our pilot study). 

– System C: this is similar to System B but uses single-document 
summarisation. (ACO title-based SDS, the best-performing SDS method in our pilot study) 

 

 

 



Experiment 2: Results 

• Conclusion: 
– It confirms the results of the first study: 

• We have a measurable benefit of using cohort-
personalised summaries when using a baseline that is 
visually almost identical except for the content of the 
summarise. 

• The results indicate that using the cohort-profile to 
generate “personalised” summaries has a measurable 
benefit over using a sensible summarisation baseline 
when assessed in terms of the time taken, and the 
users' overall preference. 



General Observation on The Two 
Studies 

• The results of the two experiments indicate that applying profile-based 
summarisation to assist users in navigation tasks can significantly 
outperform generic summarisation as well as a standard web site without 
such assistance. 

• The results of the task-based evaluations indicate that multi-document 
summaries are marginally better than single-document summaries 
although the difference was more marked in the pilot study. 



Consistency Across The Two Studies 

• We conducted paired t-tests comparing 
average completion time and average 
number of turns for System B and System C 
(the systems used in both experiments) and 
found no significant differences (at p<0.05) 
when comparing the overall results for the 
corresponding systems.  




